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MORAL EDUCATION:

AN INVESTIGATION AND EXPERil1ENT

One purpose of this investigation of moral education in the
elementary schools, was to find information in order to evaluate the
current status of moral education at this level.
Another part of the investigation was to experiment with presenting
and teaching moral education principles in a fifth-grade classroom,
and make a report of the results.
The thesis was written to satisfy the final requirements for a
Sp�cialist Degree in Guidance and Counseling, at Eastern Illinois
University, Charleston, Illinois.
In order to conduct the investigation on moral education, several
books were researched

(a

bibliography is included) for information.

A commercially prepared kit entitled "Living With Me and Others"
was also used.

This

was

published by the knerican Institute for

Character Education, San Antonio, Texas.
This kit included stories for discussion, problem-solving activities, role-playing, and other activities related to solving moral
dilemma s.·
After making the investigation and conducting the experiment
se·veral conclusions were reached.

In part these were:

1.

Children begin to learn attitudes and values at an early age.

2.

Children pass through stages of moral development in much
the same manner as intellectual developaaent.

3.

Moral education takes place in day-to-day relationships.

4.

Teachers should h�lp pupils to develop their own moral
judgment and encourage them to determine their conduct on
the basis of internalized principles.
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On the basis of the investigation and experiment several recommendations were made,

1.

including:

Moral education should be considered an important and
necessary part of the total curriculum.

2.

Inservice courses on moral education should be provided
for teachers.

3.

Teacher training programs should include courses o n chil
dren's moral development.
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CHAPTER I

STATEMENT OF THE INVESTIGATION

Introduction

The moral development of children has long been a matter of
concern.

In these critical times when our society finds some of its

own basic values questioned and even rejected by many groups of
people, this concern has become even greater.
The subject ot moral education is being widely discussed among
educators.

There seems to be a growing body of opinion in favor

of devoting more time and effort in the public schools to help students achieve a greater moral understanding and awareness.
It cannot be assUllled that children will automatically learn to
think and behave positively.

Morality is not like the unfolding of

a flower that occ�rs naturally.

1

positive nor negative concepts.

Children are born with neither
These concepts are learned and there-

fore can be taught.
One realizes that the home environment has the first influence
on child�en's moral development.

However, it is also felt that the

school as an extension of the home, also plays an important part in

1collier, Gerald, Editor, Values and Moral Development in

Higher Education, Halsted Press, New York, 1974, p. 13.
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shaping this development.
It is the purpose of this paper then, to present an investigation
into the moral development of elementary children and its implication
for educators.
It will include a rationale for conducting such an investigation,
definitions of terms used, stages of moral development, classroom
procedures that could be used in value clarification, conclusions
and rec<>111e
11 ndatioas.

Rationale

The process by which children learn to become adult members of

teachers who want children to become reasonably successful and responsible, law-abiding citizens, must take an active part in develop
ing the appropriate values and motives in them.

2

However, there are times when parents and teachers themselves
are not sure as to what these values should be.

This uncertainty

is evident throughout our society today.
First of all, society has not set a very good exaaple for children to follow.
ues.

It seems poised precariously bett.teen conflicting val-

There is belief in honesty, but many people are ready to cheat

or lie when the opportune moment arises, a respect for hard work, but
great admiration for the shrewd person who gets ahead without it.

·
Berkowitz, Leonard, The Development of Motives and Values in
the Child, Basic Books, Inc., Publishers, New York, 1964, p. 2.
2

3
There is talk about the values of liberty and justice, but society is
ready to deny these to anyone it feels is undeserving.

Yet society

does not seem to worry about its inconsistent and incompatible
3
values.
Then too, the United States has a pluralistic society with each
compo�ent group holding values that are rooted in the culture from
which it came.

4

As there is more awareness of the diversity of these

values, there has been more and more uncertainty as to what the values of our society are or "ought" to be.
Many of the forces of society have combined to nourish this emerging awareness of the moral dilemma.
flourished in the 1950's.
unrest later on.

The permissive era of child-rearing

This resulted in a great degree of student

A permissive society can only exist if coercion is

replaced by inner discipline.

This has not been the case.

A wide range of writers have contributed to a heightened consciousness for a more humane world.

Many times Pe
. ople have acted out

of a sense of fear of what was happening to society.

For example

this was evident in the student riots and the tragedy at Kent State
in May, 1970.
In the 1930's many people had a great deal of faith in material
possessions as a way of improving human conditions.

But, in spite of

3
Dunfee, Maxine and Claudia Crump, Teaching for Social Values
in Social Studies, Association for Childhood Education International,
3615 Wisconsin Avenue Northvest, Washington, D. c.,30016, 1974, Po 3.
4
Ibid, P• 3.
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all the wealth and affluency, many hUl'llan longings have gone unsatisfied and people are again looking for moral solutions to their
5
suffocating discontent.
Tile Watergate hearings and trials of the early 1970's, revealed
what can happen in a governmental envirornent penaeated by a lust for
power.

In addition, many people. have turned to drugs as the answer

to their problems.

Yet, as our old values have diaaed and even been

snuffed out completely, there has been no body of widely accepted
values to fill the void.
This problem of no values or conflicting ones is very evident,
how to resolve it is not.

A s long as

we

are so uneertain as to what

our social values should be, we will continue to have the problent�
In all this uncertainty of social values, what is the .implication
for education?

Is it wise for educators to sidestep the issue and

leave children to find their own way through the confusion?
schools do this very thing.

Many

Controversial subjects and questions on

values that might normally arise during a scboOl day are resisted or
avoided altogether.

Teachers seem to be more comfortable staying

with the textbook.
Because of the state of confusion over what the accepted moral
code for our society is, educators need to be investigating the problem and making recommendations as to what the schools can do to alleviate the situationo

5
Leeper, Robert Ro, Editor, Emerging Moral Dimensions In Society,
Implications for Schooling,

Development, 1701 K Street,
1975, P• 6.

Association for Supervision and Curriculua

N. W., Suite 1100, Washington, D. C., 20006,
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As educators become invo lved in the resolution of the moral
dilenaa , there must be an understanding of what moral education is
and what procedures need to be followed .

Educational moral training

should help students pass from one stage o f development to a higher
one that involves greater insight as far a s moral issues and choices
are concerned.
Moral knowledge and understanding are prerequisites o f moral
actions.

No one can act upon a moral principle, precept , or rule unless

he is first aware that one exists .

He must, for example, have learned

respect for the property of others if he is to know that he should resist
the temptat· iO".' to take it when a safe opportunity arises.
He n\u&t ha'IE:

lecsrrae<l s\lldethl.ng oz p�r�onal t'elc.1t.lons1ti}>"s, retspect

for the other persons , if he is to know that he should refrain from
telling a lie when it would be to his advantage to do so.
.
No one can practice the Golden Rule, if he does not know about it,
and above all, have an understanding of its application to concrete
situation s .

6

Schools can provide value clar ification activities that

will help students practice and gain skills in the expression o f values,
f�elings, ideals , and beliefs.

In the classroom the students not only

10arn to express their own opinions, values, and feelings, but have
the chance to consider those that are different or even opposed to
their owno
Through these activities students become more aware of bow and
why other people think and feel as they do.

They have the opportunity

6
Bull, Norman J., Moral Education, Sage Publications, Beverly

Hills,

Cali fo rni a ,

1969-:-P:-

S.
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of placing themselves in the position of others and to analyz� how
another person's environment and experiences might affect his own
values.
These value clarification activities should fit easily into the
everyday curriculll11l.

It should be an important part of the total

educational program and not left to a last minute exercise.

Teach-

ers should talk less about value clarification outside the classroom
and explore it more within them.
If schools are to educate the ''whole child", as educators say
that we should, teachers must not ignore any pupil's moral under
7
standing.

For questions of private and public behavior and of

practical necessity for all children as well as adults, i� school
and all of life.
Teachers do have a responsibility for the moral education of the
students in their charge.

This responsibility was well stated in the

1944 Education Act that said:8
it shall be the duty of the local education authority
for every area, so far as their powers extend, to contribute towards the spiritual, moral, mental, and physical
development of the community by securing that efficient
education throughout those stages shall be available to
meet the needs of the population of their area."
"• • •

7
May, Phili� R., Moral Education in School, Methuen Educational
LTD, London, 1971, p. 39.
8

1944 Education Act, Ch. 31, Pt. It, p. 7.
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Moral Development

In

1932, the Swiss psychologist, Jean Piaget, pubiished,

Moral Judgment of the Child."

'!!!!!

In this book, he maintained that the

road to moral maturity is marked into certain periods that are associated with particular age groups.

His theory was that each child

passes through set stages as be develops moral awareness and judg
ment. 9
The ones that are of particular interest to teachers begin with
the egocentric stage in which the child is mainly interested in himself and his own concern• and is indifferent to those of his peers.

years of age.
The next stage, from five to about ten years of age, shows that
the child is becoming more aware of, and more interested in others.
However, rules are still coming from adult authority and are accepted
by the child as ab�olute.

Any moral judgm.ent at this time on the

part of the child, is usually based upon the immediate consequences
to his actions.

He expects to be punished if he breaks the rules.

The child seems to accept all of this without question.
The third stage in the moral development of the child is marked
by concern for the welfare and interests of others and with a respect
for them as personso

9May,

Finally, rules governing moral conduct have

Philip R., Moral Education in School, Methuen Educational
LTD, London, 1971, p. 23.
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been accepted rationally and have become a part of his individual out
look.

His judg13ents now stem from his own personal moral code.
There seems to be no clear-cut boundaries separating these stages,

nor does every child pass through every stage and leave the earlier
one behind.

Moral development is only a part of the total development

of the child, and cannot be isolated from bis general intellectual,
emot.fonal, and spiritual development.
Piaget and others also suggest that the stages of moral develop
ment parallel the intellectual stages.

This theory states there are

also three stages of intellectual development that correspond to the
moral stages:
th!nking.

pre-logical thinking, concrete thinking, and abstract

�ly {n th�

l�st �t�g� is t�e child ��le to g�nerali�e an�

think in abstract terms.
Research has shown that moral behavior is influenced by a person's
ability or lack of ability to reason.

If teachers understand the stages

of intellectual development, then this will help thea to understand
the moral ones.

Both are essential in planning for moral education.

There has'been a great deal of research made since Piaget's or
iginal findings.

E. Lerner, in 1937, said that children of the same

age and intelligence, showed distinctive differences in moral develop
ment that was determined by their socio-economic status.

Children

from the higher class showed greater moral maturity than the less
fortunate ones.
Ravighurst and Taba, in 1947, also noted class differences, while
Peck and Havighurst thought that the influence of sub-cultures affect

9
moral and judgment and behavior.

As was stated before, the child's

parents and home enviro1111 ent have a great influence on his moral developaent.
Kohlberg, in his r�search has suggested aix stages for moral development grouped into three pairs.

(This was found to be similar to

Piaget's theory, but explained more fully . )

LEVEL ONE:

10

These are:

Preconventional or Premoral.

At this level an individual's moral reasoning results
from the consequences of actions (puniahaent, reward,

exchange of favors) and from the physical paver of
those in positions of authority.
STAG! ONE:

Decisions result from a blind obedience to power,
or an attempt to seek rewards.

STAGE TWO:
Decisions result from a desire to satisfy one's
own needs and occasionally the needs of others.

Individuals view reciprocity as a matter of "you

scratch my back and I'll scratch yours."

Reason•

ing involves little consideration of loyalty,
gratitude, or justice.

LEVEL TWO:

Conventional or role conforming.

At this level an individual's moral reasoning involves

consideration of the interest of others (family and

peers) and a desire to maintain, respect, support and
justify the existing social order.
STAGE THREE:
Decisions result from a desire to please and help
others and receive their approval in return.

havior is frequently judged by intention--''he

Be

means well11--becoaaes ir.portant for the first time.

10
crahara, Douglas, Moral Learning and Development--Theory and Research,

Wiley Interscience, A Division of John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York,

1972, p. 221.
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STAGE FOUR:

Decisions result.from a desire to maintain the ex
isting authority, rules and social order. Right
behavior consists of doing one's duty.
LEVEL

THREE:

Post conventional or self-accepted moral principles.

At this level an individual' s moral reasoning incorporates
moral values and principles which hav� validity and appli
cation beyond the authority of groups. Moral reasoning
b ecomes more comprehensive and reflects universal principles.
STAGE FIVE:
Decisions result from recognition of an individual's
rights within a society which has a social contracto
As a result, the individual's reasoning emphasizes
the "legal point of view," but with an emphasis upon
the possibility of changing lava.
STAGE SIX:
Decisions result from an obligation to universal
ethical principles which apply to all mankind. The
universal principles of justice, reciprocity, and
equality of human rights, and respect for the dig
nity of human beings as individuals serve as a basis
for individual reasoning.
This sequence represents a cumulative hierarchy.
incorporate logical features of lower ones.

Higher stages

Higher stages also ex-

hibit new features which allow their possessors to address unresolved
or even unrecognized problems of lower stages.
These are only a few of the many theories of moral development.
However, it is generally believed that all people have the potentiality
for knowing right and wrong; that it is a part of our humanness.
judgment and perception are unique to human beings.

Moral

Although these

depend on intelligence, social status, personality, and age and
experience of the individual, they are essential parts of the total
human being.
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Educators need to be aware of the different modes and stages of
moral development so that they can organize teaching methods to
correspond, as much as possible, with the particular level their
pupils have reached.

They need also to have an insight into the

position of individual students in relation to such stages.
With these different stages in mind, the purpose of moral edu
cation should be to encourage every child to develop as fully as
possible in moral understanding and judgment.

As a result of this

they would then become responsible, mature, morally autonomous
citizens.

Purpose
One purpose of this investigation of moral education in the ele
mentary schools, was to find information in order to evaluate the
current status of.moral education.
to such questions as:

This included finding answers

What is moral education?

cation be a part of the elementary curriculUDl?
a necessary part of the child's total education?
schools doing about it?

Should moral edu
Is moral education
What are other

What is currently being written about moral

education?
Another part of this investigation was to experiment with pre
senting and teaching moral education principles in

a

fifth grade

classroom during the 1977-1978 school year, and make a report of
the results.

This would include making a recommendation to the

assistant superintendent of the Mattoon schools, concerning the
use of a kit entitled:

Living With Me and Others, published by

12
The American Institute for Character Education, San Antonio, Texas.
Still another reason for co�ducting this investigation on moral
education was to satisfy the final requirements for a Specialist ' s
Degree in Guidance and Counseling, at E�stern Illinois University,
Charleston, Illinois.

Procedure

In order to conduct this investigation on moral education,
several books (listed in the bibliography) were researched for information.

Some information was gained from materials ordered from

the Illinois Office of Education.
A cODftercially prepared kit was used to conduct the experiment
in the classroom.

This was entitled, "Living With Me and Others'',,

and was published by The American Institute for Character Education,
San Antonio, Texas.

Level E, recommended for fifth grade was used.

Thi� ·ievel included stories, discussions, problem-solving, roleplaying, and other activities related to solving moral dilemmas.
This experiment was planned as an extension of the social studies
period.
In order to evaluate the activities, questions were asked and
responses given.

However, an experiment like this is difficult to
l

evaluate.

Some short range results may be seen, but the long term

r esults cannot be measured immediately.

Definition of Terms

The term 'moral" has been identified with equity and justice.
Moral values are evaluations of actions generally believed by the

13
members of a given society to be either "right" or "wrong".

Values

are sometimes cal led the "shoulds" and "oughts" and "have to' s " of
a given culture.

Yet they are more than attitudes, more than goals,

more than just opinions or beliefs.

11

They are characterized by

persistence and consistency, and by repetition of established pat•
terns in such a way that they become a part of one's philosop�y of
living.
Harold D. Lasswell, in his book, Power and Personality, states
that there are eight universal values that permeate the lives of all
peoples, are found in all places, and have been prevalent at all
times.

12

In abbreviated form these are:

1.

Affection, or feeling love and friendship for and from others.

2.

Respect, or being looked up to and looking up to othersQ.

3.

Skill, or feeling able and being able to do things well.

4.

Enlightenment, or understanding meaning and using knovledge to do what one wishes.

5.

Influence, or the feeling of power over others.

6.

Wealth, or meeting basic needs.

7.

Well being, or e�eriencing a healthy self-image, con•
tentment, and happiness through good mental and physical

8.

Responsibility or rectitude, a feeling of being trusted and
knowing what is right and wrong in oneself and others.

llDunfee, Maxine and Claudia Crump, Teaching for Social Values
in Social Studies, Association for Childhood Education International,
3615 Wisconsin Avenue, Northwest, Washington, D. c., 20016, 1975, p. 10.
12
tasswell, Harold D., Power and Personality, The Viking Press,
New York, 1969, p. 17Q
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Although this list would be useful to the persons interested in
moral education of students, in .each society these could be interpreted differently and acted upon in many different ways.

Values

are defining a standard of behavior for our particular place and time
in history , and for our particular generation , a code of conduct considered worthy and socially acceptable.
Another writer, Louis E. Raths, describes the total valuing pro
cess as having three basic processes and seven subprocesses. 13
.

1.

Choosing one's beliefs and behaviors
a.

Choosing freely or making independent choices.

b.

Choosing from alternatives after generating all
available choices.

c.

Choosing after thoughtful consideration of expected
circumstances.

2.

Prizing one's beliefs and behaviors
d.

Prizing and cherishing through determining what is
most important and worthy.

e.

Publicly affirming through appropriately speaking
about one's beliefs and actions.

3.

Acting on one's beliefs
f.

Acting in a manner consistent with choices and prizings.

g.

Acting with some pattern which repeatedly demonstrates
choices and prizings.

13

Raths , Louis E., Merrill Harmin , and Sidney B. Simon , Values
and Teaching: Working with Values in the Classroom , Char:es Merrill
Books , Inc . , Columbus, Ohio , 1966, pp. 28-30.
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It would seem then, that the term 'moral education" refers to
the whole process of growth in moral avareness , moral understanding ,
and distinctive moral action,

a

process which should result in ra

tional , responsible thought and behavior.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Introduet ion
There has been a great deal of literature written on the sub
ject of .'moral education."

Authors do not concur on all points, but

there does seem to be an agreement that moral education should be
included in the total education of the child.
In the bibliography of this paper, several books are listed which
present philosophies of moral education, including the stages of moral
development, strategies for teaching, and actual studies that have
been made.
A Developaental-Interactionist Perspective to Moral Values

The following paragraphs are a description of a paper presented
by Edmund Sullivan at the annual meeting of the American Montessori
Society in Boston, Massachusetts on June

20,

1974.

It was entitled,

A Developaaental-Interactionist Perspective to Moral Values:

Some

Results with Exploratory Studies in Primary and Secondary School Years.
This paper described a research project in which a moral education
curriculum was incorporated into primary and secondary school class
rooms in four schools in the Toronto area.

The background theory which

was presented was developmental in perspective.

16
nte interactionist viewpoint, an important aspect of the theory,
stated that development was jointly determined by the interaction of
internal and external factors.

Two conceptual schemes of the stages

of moral development were presented as formulated by Piaget and Kohlberg.
A theoretical model was described and explained as it related to
the moral education progranaing used in the study.
cational approaches were employed.

1.

Two general edu

ntese were:

Mini-courses on values issues in which the deteraaination of
•

course content and structure revolved around teacher and
student learning.

2.

An "event" approach in which the researches provided a
variety of learning activities based on evidence of the
students' stages of development.

Pre and post-tests used to determine the stage at which each child
was thinking, were analyzed statistically.

The results were pre

sented in table form and discussed in the terms of moral developaent.

Cognitive Developmental TbeorI

Another study by Robert L. Sehaan and Marcus Lieberman, of Har
vard University, was entitled, An Evaluation of a Curriculum for
Primary Group Children Based on Cognitive Developmental Theory of
Mo�al Raasoning.
This study discussed a curriculum which presented moral dilenna s
for primary children.

Using the method of sound filmstrips, a set

of dilennas was constructed for stimulating development in primary

17

children in the following ways:
1.

They presented dramati� stories which were enjoyable and in
volving to watch for children of this age.

2.

They presented a conflict between two or more values under
stood by children of this age.

3.

They were open--children of this age disagree about what is
right and have difficulty making up their minds.

4.

Without giving "right answers", they presented reasons above
the level of most of the children in the class which would
help stimulate the child to make his own level of reason
ing more adequate .

The filmstrips provided stimulation of morai development.

The curric

ulum was divided into five units:
1.

Keeping pronaises

2.

Telling the truth

3.

Respecting property rights.

4.

Sharing and taking turns

5.

Understanding the reason for rules

Each unit contained

two

moral dileaaa a.

The teacher's role was
dilemma .

to

stimulate a moral discussion of the

A pilot study that was being carried out to evaluate this

curriculum was in the process of testing the following hypotheses:
1.

Intervention in the fonn of filmstrip dilemna presentation
and discussion will cause significant change in moral devel
opment level compared with a comparison group.
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2.

Both "expert .. led" and "teacher-led" groups will not differ
significantly from each other , but their mean amount of
change will differ from that of the control group.

Six second-grade classrooms were participating in the experiment .
Drug Prevention Program
A paper· presented at the Annual Meeting of the .American Edu
cational Research Association at San Francisco, California, April
19-23, 1976, by Thomas

s.

Lopez and Kathryn T. Starkey, was entitled,

A Primary Prevention Drug Education Program for School Children:

An

Attempt at Evaluation.
This ��?er d�scr!b�d

rec�nt

pr�gra?!l! for prL�ary preventi��

drug and alcohol abuse centered in the affective domain.

cf

Value

Sharing training for teachers was intended to change classrooms and
students.
Fifth and sixth graders were given pre and post measures of self·
esteem and risk-taking attitudes.
teachers were analyzed .

Value clarification behaviors of

It was found that children grew in self

esteem and had more positive attitudes toward risk-taking after
being involved in the program.
Philosophy in the Classroom
A handbook for educators and parents , Philosophy in the Classroom ,
written by Matthew Lipman et al , of Montclair State College, Upper
}lontclair,

New

Je�sey , discusses the need to include philo3ophy in

the elementary classroom .
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The authors point out that as a question-raising discipline,
philosophy is appropriate to guide children's natural inquisitiveness
through the educational process.

It encourages intellectual resource-

fulness and flexibility which can enable children and teachers alike
to cope with the disconnectedness and fragmentization of existing .
curriculum.
It can help develop sound reasoning and ethics.

The first six

chapters discuss reasons for including philosophy in the curriculum,
aims and objectives of the philosophy for children's programs, and
methods of teaching and guiding philosophical discussions.
The point is made that children frequently are not satisfied
with simplified answers to their questions and that their minds should
be trained at an early receptive age to c.onsider metaphysical,. moral,
and logical issues.
Chapter seven presents an argument for the use of formal and nonformal logic in teaching children to think constructively and learning to make inferences and deductions on their

own.

In chapter eight, the authors explore the following question:
moral education be separated from philosophical education?

Can

The inter-

relationship of logic and morality indicates that the answer is no.

Teaching for Social Values

The book, Teaching for Social Values in Social Studies, by
Maxine Dunfee and Claudia Crump of Indiana University, states that:
'The teaching of values and value clarification becomes a
primary responsibility of social studies instructiou, be
cause it is in the realm of social problems that V3lue
conflicts surface to plague members of the social group.
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It aeesas to make little sense to teach values as something
acad�ic , as we once did with "citizenship" readers whose
moralizing stories probably made little impact �'Pon their
youthful scholars. Value conflicts occur in the real world
of peoplP- and things , and it is in the real world that the
clarifying process must be practiced.1114
It also states that additional curriculum content is not needed,
but that seve�al areas of public concern could be dealt with more
effectively if the problems were identified and alternatives to
various value positions analyzed depending on the relevancy and
complexity·of the problem , and the maturity of the child.
In addition , this book lists techniques for helping students
formulate their own values and to examine public actions with regard
to · ccmmonly accepted social needs--building self-concept, widening
th� friendship circle, overcoming bias and prejudice , making demo•
cracy a realit y , and renewing the environment.

This book stresses

the iJ:lportance of the child building an acceptable concept of himself before he can tackle the problems outside himself.

14
nunfee, Maxine and Claudia Crump, Teaching for Social Values
in Social Studies , Association for Childhood Education International ,
3615 Wisconsin Avenue Northwest , Washingto n , D. Co, 20016, 1975, P• 6.

CHAPTER III
AN EXPERIMENT IN CHARACTER EDUCATION
Introduction
During the 1977-1978 school year, a pilot program stressing
character education was conducted in a fifth-grade classroom at Lin
coln Elementary in Mattoon, Illinois.

This class consisted of eight

een boys and twelve girls with various home environments.
Some were children whose parents were teachers , doctors , business
owners , factory workers , and
the greater part of the year.

two

whose parents were unemployed for

All of the children attended church ,

but not all regularly.
The ages of the children ranged in years from ten to fourteen.
However, the fourteen year old was a special student who only attend
ed

a

part of the day.

(This student did not participate in many of

the discussions and activities, but is included because his presence
in the room did have an influence on the other students .)
It was probably a typical classroom for a town of twenty-thousand
population , except there were no racial differences.
To carry out this project, a kit published by the American
Institute for Character Education , San Antonio, Texas, was used.
Level E, recommended for fifth grade was entitled , Living With Me
and Others.

The lessons used from this kit dealt with such topics
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as:
1.

Courage and Convictions

2.

Generosity, Kindness , and Helpfulness

3.

Honesty and Truthfulness

As class schedules were posted , several of the students wanted
to know what the "character education" was.

A discussion was held

on what should be expected from a general education.

To most of the

children this meant having the skills necessary to get a job after
finishing s�hool.
After enumerating many of the skills necessary to hold a job in
the adult world, the question was asked if that was all that was nec
essary.

During this questioning , it was brought out that there were

also personal characteristics that were just as important as work
skills--responsibility and dependability , honesty , good work habits.
and being able to get along well with other people .
It was explained then , that this would be the main concern of the
activities in ''Character Education"--discusaing and experimenting
with activities that would enable people to get along better with
each other.

What should be required of each individual in order to

work and live in harmony with his fellow person would be stressed.
It was pointad out that having feelings for others and trying to
learn to get along , could start in fifth grade , it did not have to
wait until one was an adult.
Activity on Courage and Fear
One

of the first activities was a discussion on the difference
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between courage and fear.

What does it mean to be a coward?

One

student said that being afraid was all right , but it really depended
on how much one was afraid or the amount of things feared.
dents admitted there were some things that they feared.

All stu

For example,

darkness, being alone in the house, someone that was a bully , getting
up and talking in front of people, etc.
The question was asked, "Could a person be afraid and still show
courage?" Another student gave an example of a story about a little
dog that attacked a hawk that was much larger .
this to protect the chickens.

The little dog did

This student thought this showed cour

age, even though the little dog was afraid , that in the same way, people
mcay b�

arcaiu

�nd ye� �i.U.JW courag� by ooiug

greater

i:hing� L\lan

would

be expected of them.
Another topic related to courage was brought out in the discussion.
That was, if a person dares someone to do something that is felt to
be wrong, it takes courage to say no .

Sometimes it is very hard to

do this especially if the person is accused of being a "chicken " or
a ''woman" .

It was agreed that it really takes courage to stand for

what is believed in, because sometimes it means standing by yourself.
It would be very hard to not follow what everyone else seemed to be
doing.
Several students did reports on well-known people such as:
Neil Armstrong, John Glenn , Roy Campanella , Rose Kennedy , Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. , Abraham Lincoln, Charles Lindberg h , Helen Keller ,
Eleanor Roosevelt, Harriet Tubman , and Wilbur and Orville Wright.

The

reports were to show how each one of these people had shown courage.
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The report on Helen Keller, seemed to interest the students very
much, because at this time there was a girl in their school, who was
totally blind.

Also, the fourteen-year old boy in the ro0ct was leg

ally blind, but did have enough sight so that large print books could
be used.

It was felt that both of these handicapped students showed

unusual courage in trying to keep up with ncrmal students and that it
was no� always the physically strong who showed the most courage.
Personal Convictions
Another lesson involved the students in determining personal con
victions.

A story was read to the class about Marsha who liked to read

silly to read such stuff, unless you were made to do it as an assign
ment.

But Marsha stood her ground and said she used to feel the saaae

way until she got started reading it and realized
it.

bow

much she enjoyed

The other girls realized that the teasing had not bothered Marsha

in the least.
The students were asked, "Did Marsha have convictions?
was there?"

What proof

This led to much discussion and several personal examples.

Should boys take (and like) music lessons?
to like to engage in boys' sports?

Was it all right for girls

How far should one go in following

rules set down by parents and teachers or should one follow the crowd?
This led to further discussion on convictions that people have
on long hair, using d�ugs, obeying laws, teenagers, ecology, patriot
ism, obedience, showing respect, and charity.
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It was interesting to note that many o f the responses were similar
to ones parents might have made.

Children at this age have not yet

made up their minds about many o f the above top ics , but still echo
the convictions of their parents.

Personal Fears

Later discussions involved fears that people have and a personal
survey was taken.

Sixteen itaas were listed and each student was to

check the fears that related to him.
statement ,

These items were preceded by the

"I am afraid that I

(3

people checked t h i s . )

1.

_am not liked by other children.

?..

will be picked on at school .

3.

will be picked on by several others on the way home.

4.

am ugiy.

(6)

(3)

_a m too ta l l . ·

5.

(5)

(2)

(This item was checked by two girls who

were extremely tall for their ages and were very self-conscious
about it.

A

private discussion was later held on this point . )

(7) (This was checked by boys who were keenly
interested in sports and felt that size was very important
to succe s s . )

6.

am too short.

am too skinny.

7.

-

( 2)

8.

am too fat.

9.

will fail in school this yea r .

10

•

11.

.

(5)

_will make my mother angry.

(9)

�wil l make my father angry.

(10)

(7)

(2)

12.

will have to sleep in the dark.

13.

will never be liked.

14.

will R>t be chosen until last when other class members are.

(0)
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allowed to choose teamnates.
15 .

�wi l l get into trouble at school.

16.
A

(7)
(8)

(5)

will never be a success.

personal survey such as this helps the teacher to know the

students better.

Some times students are shy about telling things

about themselve s , but are helped when the matter comes up in group
discussion and no one is pointed out.

Only the results of the items

that received the most check marks were presented to the class.

This

prevented anyone from knowing exactly who had marked certain items.

Generosity
After thfl! lf'$�nn� n'l
were on Generosit y .
interest o f students.

c,,,_,r��e :m� Ccn'lvfr:tion�) th� t?e�t one�

(Something that should be noted here is the
The children should be doing most o f the talk

ing , informally and spontaneously.

Activities at this level should

be geared to the attention span of the students.

If interest seems

to be lagging , move on.)
In the first activity on generosity, the students ''brainstormed"
on ways people can be generous.
graders.

This was kept at the level o f fifth

Since children do ·not have a lot of money, this had to in

volve other acts of generosityo

Some things mentioned were:

sharing-

time with a younger brother or sister, toys with a friend and asking
a friend to go with you fishing or on a family outing (with parents '
permission) who might not have a father or mother.

It was suggested

also, that if a family had a fire that destroyed chi ldren ' s toys and
clothing,

these could be shared.

This had actually happened and some
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of the children had had this �xperience of sharing their possessions
with others.
The question was asked:

"How

did you feel after an act of sharing

your toys and clothing with someone else?"
similar:

Most of the responses were

good feelings , warm feelings , good all over .

However , some

reported that sometimes it was hard to share time and possessions,
especially with younger children, when this was not really what one
would have planned to do.

Sacrifice was talked about for a short time ,

but this was probably not on the maturity level of most of the fifth
grade.
Occasionally, problems would arise in the school room and on the

as fifth and sixth grade students both wanting to use the same ball
fiel d , having to share playground equip1aent, the same people always
wanting to be first in lunch line , the class would suggest solutions
to the problems and come to some agreenent on what could be done.
Kindness
The next section of study was on kindness.

A

story was read to

the class about Fred, a boy who was mistaken in the information about
a classmate , Frank .

A rare coin was missing frma a collection that .

had been brought to school.

Fred , going by the office had seen Frank

in there and had assumed that he �as guilty of t�king the coin .

The

coin was lat�r found , but by that time Fred had spread the rumor about
Frank.
1.

This situation was discussed by using the following

question•:

Was it all right for Fred to leave the matter as it was?
Why or why not?
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Responses--No.

2.

(Unanimous response)

a.

He should go to Fred and apologize.

b.

He should tell the who le class, he was sorry

c.

about spreading the rumor.
He should tell the principal he was sorry.

\Jhat are the consequenc es for Fred?
Responses--

3.

a.

People may not believe him any aore.

b.

Some may not want h im for a friend.

c.

He will have bad feelings about himse l f .

What are the consequences for Frank?
Responses-ao

Some will feel sorry for him and believe he is
innocent if Fred apologizes.

4.

b.

Some may think that there is some truth in the story.

c.
d.

H� may lose friends.
He may even gain new friends.

What would you do?

For this last question , severa l students role-played the characters of Fred and Frank.

These turned out exceptiona lly well with one

With this one , Frank showed anger because o f being falsely

pair.

accused.

Forgiveness was obtained only a fter Fred promised not to

spread rumors about anyone again.
i1te students decided that spreading rumors was a very unkind thing
to do .

(In observing fifth-grader s , tattling and calling name s , and

talking about one of the others to try to cause troub le , seemed to
be a common occurrence.)
The class later talked about groups o f people that engage in acts
of kindness--the Red Cross , Salvation Anny, USO, and Huslane Society.
There was a spec ial interest in the work of the Humane So�ietyo

The
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class felt very strongly about kindness to animals.
A survey using the following open-ended sentences w�s conducted.
1.

To me , kindness means_
a.
being nice to people , anima ls , etc.
b .-helping each other .
c ._doing a good deed.
d ._making someone feel good .
e ._being unselfish.
f ._being polite.
being friendly.
g.

2.

When

I

have been kind ,

I

feel

a ._happy.
b o_great.
c .__good .
d ._varm inside.
3.

The kindest person

e ._wonderfu 1 .
f .__proud.
g .__$lad.
h ._that others will be kind to me.
I

know is_

a ._(Many of the students named their friends.)
b ._the teacher.
c.
my piano teacher.
d.
my mother . (4)
e.
b3by sitter.
f.
my granchOther .
grancna and grandpa .
g.
h ._Aunt Peggy.
i ._uncle Mike.
j . _my cousin.
4.

When I have been unkind , I
a ._feel unhappy.
b ._feel bad .
c.
feel sad .
d._am mad.
e.
seem to feel d ifferent .
feel sorry that I did it.
f.
feel t have lost my friends.
g.
h ._feel good or bad , it depends.
i ._feel mean.
j ._feel awful .
k.
feel guilty.
1.
wish I hadn't done it.
am grouchy .
m.
n.
feel o . k .
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5.

When someone has been unkind to me ,
a ._ge t mad.

j ._feel bad.

b ._feel sad.

k .�don ' t pay attention.

c.

d._I don ' t lik� i t .

l o_call them names or beat them up
m ._do not boast about i t .

e.

feel very angry a t them.

n ._feel unwanted.

f.

w i l l talk t o them.

o ._am unkind to them.

g.

walk away from them.

p ._feel sorry for myse l f .

want to hit them.

h ._fee l humiliated.

q.__just ignore them.

go somewhere else.

i.

6.

I�

When someone mistrea ta an anima l , I_
a.

feel sorry for the animal and mad a t the person.

b .__get mad.

c.

tell them to stop i t or I take the animal away.

d.

don ' t think i t ' s fair to the animal.

e.

try to stop them.

f.
g.

don ' t like i t .

feel like doing the same thing to that person.

h .�a sked why do you have to do tha t , the animal didn ' t
<l.> an1i:hL\g to you .
i .___ye l l at the:a .

j .�want to kill them.
k.

SOl'll� t imes cry.
l .�_don ' t feel good inside.

m ._would l ike to hold them against the wall and say to them,
"Would you like it if you were that anima l ? "
n.
o.

·

don ' t care unless i t ' s mine.
can ' t stand i t .

p ._feel like hitting them.

7.

One way I could express kindness a s a member o f a group is_

a.

in g i r l scout activities.

b.

be nice.

i.

trea t them righ t .

j ._sha re .

c .�_to do things.
in my family.

k . �_get involved in

e.

be

1.

f.

i n the c l a ssroom.

d.

g.

8.

h .�_give to the Red Cro s s .

friendly.

not be rude.

�

not cause troub le .

I am kind most o f ten
a.
b.

when I

am not sleepy.
fe el good.

__

C o�_am around peopl e I know wel l .
do

e.
f.

am happy.

feel good and when others are kind to me .

__

am in a good mood.

g . �_am with my boy friend.
ho

am with my girl

friend.

4-H

proj ects .
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The students did not elaborate upon the responses.

The children

seem�d to be pretty much wrappe� up in th��selves and wha t directly
SO'JDe were beginning to reach out and be more

concerned their lives.
c�nsiderate of o ther s .

Helpfulness

Ano ther activity was used to show helpfulness to others and how
to identify those in need of help.

It also demonstrated the importance

of individual effort in accomplishing a group objectiv�.
The students were divided into equal groups and provided with
scissors.

They were then given sheets of paper with different sized

t r iangles and rectangles.
task of the group

was

Each group was given the sa::n e cr:nount.

The

for each person to have arranged the puzzle

pieces in a simple shape of a house with a sloping roof.

The follow-

ing directions were given:

1.

When the signal is given, arrange the figures in front of
you with a roof like this.

(Make a simple drawing of a house

on the board.)

2.

After you begin , you will notice that you do not have the
correct pieces with which to form a house.

You may !!2!_ ask

for any pieces , or in any way indicate that you need any o f
the pieces that someone else h a s . ·
no talking.

3.

Tha t , o f cours e , means

If you do , your group will be disqua lified.

You may give anyone in your group any pieces you think he
may need.

4.

When the group hss completed the project , one member shoul d
raise his hand.

5.

Other groups work until they are finished.

After the groups had comp leted the project$ , discussion was held
using the following questions:
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1.

Did you feel that your group was cooperative?

2.

Did you feel that most of the group was helpful?

3.

How did you feel when you saw a figure you needed in front
of someone and they were unaware of your need?

4o

Might you have been more watchful for the needs of others?

In what ways?
Row?

Many of the children expressed frustration and even anger at not
being. able to take what was needed to complete their individual projects.

Several admitted being so absorbed in trying to see that their

own houses were finished , that others were· forgotten .
From observing the groups at work , it was noticed that some children tended to hold on to pieces that were not even needed .
shape· of the house was complete , extra pieces were added on .

After the
The

group that finished first was very generous in helping each other.
Instead of individuals competing , it was much more of a group effort
to get finished first.
Honesty and Truthfulness
Another phase of this chapter was on honesty and truthfulness.
A story was read concerning some children playing and a misplaced
watch.

When questioned , the one child told the truth about seeing

the watch , but did not tell all that was known about the situation.
The question was asked, ·�s it lying if you withhold information? "
Most of the students thought that it would be lying if one withheld any psrt of the truth.
''What is honesty?" was asked.
1.
2.

Some of the responses were:

Cheating in games is being dishonest .
Lyingo
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3.
4.
So

Cheating on tests.
Letting someone else take the blame.
Not telling the whole truth.

When asked to list people of the community who are expected to
be honest and

why , the

following

was

given:

(in part)

1.

Repor ters for papers and television--The need for hearing
the news exactly as it happenedo

2.

Construction workers--So buildings won ' t collapse because
of the use of inferior materialso

3.

Parents--The need to trust.

4.

Bankers--To take care of money.

5.

Lawmakers--To make just lawso

6.

Policemen--To see that

the

7o

Judge and jury--To

tha c

8.

Teachers--To give the grades deae�ved.

aee

law is carried out.
everyone is treated fairly.

As a final activity on honesty and truthfulness, the following
multiple choice test was given:
1.

2.

3.

Dishonesty is when you:
�
l
�A ·

Tell the truth.

_i_B.

Don ' t tell everything you know.

23 c .

Lie to a person.

Honesty is when you:
_!__A .

Tell someone you will go to his or her party, but
then do not go because something better comes up o

_Q_B.

Ask your mother for a quarter for paper when you
know it only costs a dimeo
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Acbit that you were the one who broke the window
even though you know no one could ever find out. ·

Jane had lied to her mother about not having any homework to
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Jane could not go to sleep because she:

do .

0 A.

4.

_Q_B.

Was afraid of losing her friends.

28 c .

Knew she was not being honest.

John had

_Q_C.

Began to lie also.

I t is important for policemen t o be honest because:
_!_A.

They wear uniforms.

_Q_B.

They ride in patrol cars.

C.

They are supposed to tr�at all people equally.

Dishonesty between people causes:
_Q_A.

People to have car accidents.

_Q_B .

People to make more friends.

28 c .

People not to trust each other.

Flak was a n�w soap in the s tore.
thing come clean.
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A.

It didn ' t work.

It promises to make any

I t would be best if Flak:

Were taken out o f the stores because it did not

what

_j_B .

was

do

promised.

Were allo�ed to stay in the store providing people .
ware

_J!_C.

8.

John ' s friends

Began to like him even more.
Did not trust him.
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7.

habit o f lying to his friends.

B.

28

6.

a

probably:

_Q_A.

5.

Was cold and sicko

told it didn ' t work.

Became the best selling soap and made lots o f money.

The goverl'lllle nt has laws to make advertisers tell the truth
so that:
_!_A.

All products will be great and last a long time.

�B.

You won ' t waste your money on something that is not
what you expect.

_Q_Co

All the things you buy will make you look nicer.
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9.

10.

When a country lends another country money to build hospitals,
but the mon�y is used to buy g�ns:
_!_Ao

No on� really cares because all countries are rich.

15 B.

The country that lent the money might not help again.

12 c.

The

When

two

two

countries will go to war.

governments work honestly with each other:

_!!_A.

The people don ' t trust each other

..!!_B.
_

Everybody gets more money.

24 c .

They probably get along well.

•

Th� above activity was taken from the character education kit,
Living With Me and Others.

In the spaces preceding the items, are

the nuaber of responses given for that particular item.

There were

twenty-eight students participating.
Suggestions for Teaching
In attempting to teach ''moral education" using the character education kit, Living With Me and Others, there were some suggestions
in the guide that were found to be very helpful.
Io

These included:

Discussions:
Teaching strategies that provide the most effective results in-

elude discussions which give every student an opportunity and freedom
for self-expression.

The teacher should provide a relaxed, informal,

and open classrooa atmosphere.

There should be a respect for each

individual ' s beliefs and inner feelings.

Students should be shown how

to distinguish between con3tructive criticism and r idicul�.
Sometimes it is wise to have children worki�g in small groups.
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Make certain that they have clea� guidelines t o follow as t o the
purpose of the group work , the end result ( i f any)

they are expected

to produce and the time limit for the activityo
Suggest that children use the phrase "someone

I

know ", when re-

lating events from their personal lives , so tha t any discussion which
might follow would not be criticisms o f any child or m..bers o f hia/her
Provide for anonymous feedback on topics that have been

family.

discu ssed •
.

Try not to show preference, verbally or otherwise, for the response of one child over another o

Sometimes this is difficu l t . but

a t least make a child feel that his contribution to the discussion has
b�en worthwhile.
Unless children in terrupt soaaeone who is already speaking , they
should be a llowed to talk without first getting permiasion.

This

makes for a more spontaneous discussion and keeps it from dragging
on.
To stimulate discussion , open-ended questions should be asked
as much a s possible .

It should be acknowledged too , that there is

not a lways just one right answer to a problem.

Teacher3 should re-

spond to students ' sta tements with such questions a s ,
this way? " or

"Why do you feel

''Do you think everyone should feel the same as you ? "

'Why ? " or "Are you glad you feel a s you do? " "Why? "

"Can you under-

stand why others might feel differently? "
If the teacher feels that children are just giving answers that
are pleasing to the teacher , they should be asked,
"

that because you think that is what

I

"Are you saying

wa nt to hear? "

Then explain
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that answers should reflect their own feelings.
Occas iona lly, pretend to take a position not necessarily adhered to , in order to stimulate children ' s thinking.
The teacher should adopt the role of leader , observer , and
participant--expressing personal feelings only after children have
had their say.

Children will become willing to express themselves

and learn to listen to others by having repeated opportunities to
participate in discussions.

II.

Decision-making:
Decis ion-ataking is a strategy which requires that students rec-

ognize that a problem exis t s ; relate fact-finding to more e f ficient
problE!!D - solviog; conside� a l ternat� $Olnti�n�; n i � t i�311i�h b�twe�n
problems which they can or cannot solve , a s well as those which they
may or may not solve; understand and are willing to l ive with the
consequences o f their decisions

III.

•

.

Role Playing:
Role playing can strengthen the decision-making process if the

teacher will:

1.

Select only those who volunteer .

2.

Provide a few minutes for the role players to plan a course
of action.

3.

Prepare the audience to listen and respond.

4.

Follow the role playing with such questions a s :
a.

Why do you think this was or was not a true to life
situation?

b.

How are o ther people a ffected by this action?

c.

Are there other ways this problem could have been
solved?

CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

After making an investigation and conducting an experiment on
moral education, the results seem to justify the following conclusion s :
1.

There is an increasing uncertainty a s to what moral standards
should be.

2.
·

After parents , the main responsibility for the moral development of children lies with the school .
(This does not
rule out the church and religion.

These would belong with

the responsib ility of the parents.)

3.
4.

There is a demand for mora l education in the schools.
Children begin to learn a t titudes and values a t a n early
a��.

5.

Children pass through stages of moral development in much
the same manner a s intellectual developmen t.

6.

Moral educ ation . takes place in day-to-day relationship s .

7.

Teachers need to be aware o f the stages o f development
that children have reached.

8.

Moral education lessons do not guarantee that children ' s
decisions will always b e right , rea sonable , and thought ful
of others.

However , they do enable students to grow in

moral awareness and understanding.

9.

Teachers should help pupils to develop their own moral
judgment and encourage them to deten.iue their conduct on
the basis of internalized principles.

10.

One of the main tasks of the schoo l is to pass on to each
succeeding generation, the best o f the nation ' s cultural
heritage which includes socia l , mor a l , and intellectual
standards and values.

Fina lly, everything that a nation strives for , depends on its
spiritual and moral well being.

Because of this there is a great

need today for teachers of character who have a real sense of vo-
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cat ion .

If mora l educ a t ion lessons become a regular

school life and are properly used,
iveness of

feature o f

they could increase the effect-

the schoo l ' s contribution to the moral development o f

children .

Recomme ndations

On the basis of this investigation and experiment on moral
education the fol lowing recomme ndations are made:

1.

Teachers should be concerned for the moral education o f
the pup i l s in their charge .

2.

Mora l education should be considered a n important and

·

necessary part of the total curricu l um .

3.

Tcach2r t�aining p�ogr.:?ms should inclu�e courses
ren ' s moral development .

4.

lnservice courses on moral education should be provided

err

chil

for teachers.

5.

Before adopting · any one course o f study for moral education,
sever a l materials should be examined and COTllpa red.

A study

should be made �f the moral education s ituation in the
schoo ls to determine the needs.

6.

Fina l l y ,

the curriculum cODl!Jlittee should choose the materials

needed for the study of moral education.
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